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What We Do	


What it Means to You	


Founded in 2011, The CP Journal
specializes in behavioral analysis,
helping teach people how to
accurately read and assess the
intentions of those around them.

By combining validated scientific
concepts with professional
experience, we teach people how
to read human behavior and offer
steps on how to take action.

Become more confident in any
situation and more effective at
what you do by gaining a better
understanding of the intentions of
those around you.

The Tactical Analysis® Program helps our clients to develop a greater
understanding of nonverbal communication, improve the ability to
recognize threats and read the human terrain. Through an application of
scientific principles, Marines and soldiers can learn to read the
uncontrollable and universal elements of behavior and develop the
intelligence our nation’s protectors need to make informed decisions when
targeting criminal, insurgent and terrorist networks.
The Tactical Analysis Program is focused on developing a police officer’s
ability to rapidly establish a baseline for any situation they are in and
identify the criminal hiding within the crowd. We teach students how to
read and classify an individual’s behavior and then how to place those
observations into the context of the environment and situation. This
allows an officer to first locate a criminal and also learn how to
communicate why a person’s behavior was anomalous, assisting in report
writing and ensuring unbiased assessments.
We teach security and executive protection professionals how behavior
reveals those with violent intent. Behavioral assessments allow for elevated
levels of situational awareness and focuses on preventing active shooter
incidents. The techniques and observations taught are ones that
professionals can be confident in to identify pre-event indicators of
violence while standing guard, conducting an advance or monitoring video
surveillance systems.
The Ensuring School Safety course focuses on creating secure learning
environments for our nation’s students. Behavioral analysis allows schools
to get beyond creating only a perception of safety and take steps to prevent
violence from occurring. The concepts delivered in this course help school
personnel reduce the numerous risks they face using an easily repeatable
and non-invasive process to assess the intentions of those approaching and
on school property.
Stemming from our success training our nation’s protectors, we have
enhanced the traits of our program and tailored them to meet the unique
needs of the business environment. Our corporate communication
program has been proven to help recruiters, sales professionals, customer
service and human resource managers save time and help improve their
efficiency during crucial points in corporate conversations through
behavioral analysis.

Learn how to get #LeftOfBang at www.cp-journal.com

